Risky
Business

Tips 075-077

Tips for
managing your
gym's risk and
liability, and
creating a safe
environment. →

ERIC HOFFMAN, the
director of corporate
insurance and risk
management for XSport,
shares tips on minimizing
your health club’s risk.

075 • Track your trends and
cause of losses. Tracking
them as they come in will
help you address any areas
of concern in real-time,
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instead of just reviewing
at the end of the year. This
will help you correct issues
immediately and prevent
repetitive incidents.

076 • Review your policies

and procedures regularly.
Laws may change or you
may have new insight to
help improve old policies.
This should include a review
of your gym waivers.

077 • Take pride in a clean

and well-maintained gym.
Members and guests sometimes leave weights, water
bottles or clamps behind
after their workouts. These
items are small enough
that people may not see
them when walking, creating trip hazards. We do
“Five Minutes of Pride”
throughout the day, where
all employees who are not

interacting with a member
or guest walk around and
pick up loose items around
the gym. Also ensure that
your equipment is functioning properly each and
every week. It’s better to be
proactive in having a maintenance program instead of
waiting for your members
or guests to tell you items
need repair. Stay ahead of
it. BD
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IS YOUR CLUB’S
INSURANCE IN SHAPE?

Develop a Fitness Plan for Your
INSURANCE this Year.
®


Eric Hoffman.

Bonus!

INSIGHTS FROM BRIAN
RAWLINGS OF VENTURE
INSURANCE PROGRAMS:
Have a business continuity plan. According
to the Red Cross, 94 percent of business
owners know a disaster could hurt their
business, but only one-third of them have a
plan. Being prepared can mitigate against
these devastating losses.
Inspect and maintain equipment regularly.
Many injuries in clubs occur from faulty or
compromised equipment. Keep a checklist
for inspecting equipment and have it
maintained on an ongoing basis.

 Assess your current policy – have you added any
new programs that require additional coverage?
 Start enjoying the benefits of Fitlife’s comprehensive
coverage and risk management resources.
 Ask your insurance agent to get a
competitive quote from FITLIFE.
FITLIFE is a fitness, wellness and spa insurance program for:
Health Clubs, Tennis / Racquet Sports Clubs, Gyms & Sports Clubs,
Fitness Franchise Operations, Destination and Day Spas,
Aerobic, Mind Body, Pilates, Yoga and other Niche Boutique Fitness Studios
Available to single, multi-state, or multi-location facilities

800-282-6247 ext 323
www.fitlifeins.com


A trainer
chats with
a client at
Fitness
Formula
Clubs.

Sales
According to
HubSpot, “Only
39 percent of
salespeople
intended to
go into sales.”
As a result,
it’s important
to establish
a sales
culture that
encourages
training and
education,
supported
by proper
systems and
procedures.
Here, sales
experts weigh
in on their ideas
surrounding
gym sales. →

Ideas 078-083

CHRIS STEVENSON,
owner and founder of
Stevenson Fitness:

078 • Modern sales is

really about building a
relationship, uncovering a
prospect’s real problem, and
then showing them how you
are the best solution.

079 • The power has shifted

from the salesperson to the
consumer. It is important to
understand that and approach sales from that point
of view.
TIFFANY LEVINE, director
of marketing and PR,
Club Greenwood:

080 • Know your personal

closing ratio. Knowing that
it may take seeing five prospects to enroll two or three
people helps you to plan in
achieving your goal.

081 • Nurture corporate

relationships with the goal
of hosting a corporate open
house the first week of the
month, every month, so you
have fresh new leads at the
beginning of each cycle.
DANIELA SPAID,
director of sales and
community relations,
Fitness Formula Clubs:

082 • Hire the right talent

with the right skillset to get
the job done. Are you looking for more customer service focused players, or do
you need reps with a prospecting hunter mentality?


Fusion Fitness offers
several small group
training classes
for members.

083 • Inspect what you

expect and make sure you
have a great software system to measure your key
sales metrics. BD

Bonus!

“Establish an exceptional first impression,” said Sheri Warren, the director of sales and
retention at Club Greenwood. “Greet all walk-in prospects with direct eye contact, an authentic smile, personal handshake and name introduction, a welcoming and enthusiastic
tone and comment like, ‘Fantastic, I’m happy to help you, welcome to our club.’ In addition, use a unique and personal follow-up to solidify a strong connection to the client. Ask
questions that help you identify specific interests of the prospect, then set yourself apart
by sending a comment, article or program they would appreciate.”
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